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Crypt-kicking a tree-terrorizing insect 

Written by Lee Roscoe    
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HOW GALLING – A victim of the Crypt Gall Wasp. 

  
  
Defending oaks from the Crypt Gall Wasp 
  

For the love of trees, a room full of burly arborists, 
landscapers and representatives of Arborjet, Inc. gathered 
in a vast warehouse full of shelves of fertilizers and 
landscaping products recently under a high-trussed ceiling 
at John Deere in South Dennis. There Arborjet spokesmen 
instructed in how to keep trees safe from the Black Oak 
Wasp. 

Also named the Crypt Gall Wasp it has manifested from 
Truro to Hyannis and the Vineyard for the past two or three 
years but may have been here longer, infesting mainly 
black oaks but also on occasion some white and red oaks, 
according to Bob Kingsbury of Kingsbury Landscapes in 
Harwich. 

Monica Davis, a master’s candidate at the University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst, said there are hundreds of gall 
wasp species. Davis is studying the wasp’s still largely 
unknown life cycle. Fitting onto the line across your thumb joint, it can reproduce asexually and sexually, and 
may have two emergences of adults a year. The wasp eggs and larvae inhabit a gall they create that 
damages its host by preventing nutrients from getting to the tree, thus eventually killing it. 

You can tell infestation by scabby brown swelling on twigs, and by clusters of leaves interspersed with 
bare twigs. The wasp prefers coastal areas, also living in Rhode Island and manifesting in numbers on Long 
Island in the 1990s. Twenty-five percent of oaks on Cape Cod could be affected. Contributing to the 
parasite’s spread is stress on trees caused by winter moth, drought, fungal cankers, caterpillars, and climate 
change. Although this winter has had cold snaps, overall temperature is increasing, encouraging pest 
propagation. 

According to Arborjet, trials in places such as the Dennis Village Cemetery are showing that treatments 
with its product, TREE-äge, can prevent the spread of the wasp and allow enough new growth to extend past 



previous damage. Optimally treatment should be applied earlier than leaf-out, in March and April, when the 
temperature is above 45 degrees, before the May emergence of the adults, but that later treatment can deter 
upcoming generations. Arborjet says it has developed a way to tell if the target tree is in fact translocating 
the product through its vascular system. 

Applications are offered to tree owner and arborist alike, retailing somewhere between $70 to $120 dollars 
a tree (saving hundreds, even thousands, of dollars in tree replacement costs, the company says) and 
netting technicians between $47 and $97 for about 20 minutes of work per tree. 

The steps of applying TREE-äge, which is licensed for hymenoptera but not this wasp specifically: first, 
measure the tree to determine by formula how many injection points it needs; drill a small hole into the bark 
and cambium anywhere from high to low (lower being more aesthetic); place a plug in the tree to the near 
layers of xylem, which will transport the product through the tree; inject the amount needed. Protection is 
said to last up to two years. 

Speakers said that injection is environmentally responsible. It avoids the hazards of spraying. Pesticide is 
not going to disperse in winds to other trees, nearby buildings such as schools, the street, or to sandy soil 
and permeable aquifers. Small targeted doses are safer to humans applying them: no inhalation of spray; no 
tree climbing needed. The tree's hole and surrounding tissue heal virtually completely and in a small amount 
of time. 

Some of the arborists and landscapers who attended the recent information session in Dennis will wait to 
know more about the life-cycle of the pest, and the effectiveness of TREE-äge or other methods of 
prevention and cure. But Kingsbury said he will definitely apply it, adding, “Injection is the safest way to apply 
insecticide.” 

In a phone interview, Bartlett Tree Experts local manager Steve Heywood said he finds Arborjet products 
very effective but also uses other injected pesticides such as Lepitect. Pat Armstrong, Yarmouth's director of 
parks, recreation and cemeteries, said that the gall’s blight of at least 30 town oaks and a few maples 
appeared suddenly and significantly but has been successfully treated by Bartlett, with trees showing repair 
and growth. Only two or three trees were so far gone as to require removal. 

Arborists highlighted the importance of maintaining the health of trees with nutrients, fertilizer, watering, as 
well as pruning and limbing of dead branches, advising that like humans, the healthier a tree is, the likelier it 
is to ward off diseases. Heywood said local pests tend to peak in population and then crash. He offered 
assurance that a tree attacked by gall wasps, with the proper care, can survive to continue growing. 

  


